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ABSTRACT  

Without oxygen, there would be no combustion. Yet the crucial role of oxygen in energy  

systems has been largely underrepresented. The oxygen-dependence of fuel caloricity  

is used to derive energy-based metrics that challenge the prime facie objective of  

maximising biofuel mass yields—an objective that currently dominates the biofuel  

industry. Application of two energy metrics, namely the change in energy quality (   )  

and the energy yield (   ), demonstrates that any improvement in energy quality of  

combustibles must accompany increases in combusted oxygen (   
),  as      

    
          

    
       

  , and that     is a function mass yield,  , and    
:       

      
       

      
    

 .  

Literature data produced mostly positive     values: biocrude achieved the highest  

(       ), followed by bioethanol (       ), and catalytic pyrolysis (      ). Most data  

produced similar changes in energy yield per mass yield,         ranging from 0.7 for  
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biodiesel to 1.6 for bioethanol. Carbon yields and overall mass yields are demonstrated  

to be poor metrics for biofuel synthesis, and could undermine biofuel quality, hampering  

progress for conversion technologies aimed at producing biofuels. Biodiesel mass yields  

in particular were found to be inflated by as much as     . As such,     and     are  

useful for cross-field comparison of biofuels.  

Keywords: Biofuels, energy quality, oxygen, higher heating value, mass yield, energy  

yield  

1. Introduction  

The valorisation of biomass to biofuel is characterized by alterations to chemical  

constituency, energy content and physical properties, and optimization of these  

alterations is central to the development of more sustainable energy products. It is well- 

known that during biofuel synthesis, deoxygenation can lead to a more energy-rich  

product, usually via the three main upgradation pathways of decarboxylation,  

dehydration and decarbonylation to produce CO2, H2O and CO as by-products,  

respectively. The correlation of calorific value with fuel composition is also well- 

established, with the first example dating back to Dulong’s association formula of 1880,  

as discussed by Gumz[1]. Dulong’s formula associates the mass percentage for each of  

the major fuel elements of coal to the higher heating value (     
  

   
), as     

  
   

  

                                       (mass of carbon    , sulphur  

   , hydrogen    , and  oxygen    ) and moisture (    ) . Although not  

universally applicable to all types of conventional fuel, Dulong’s formula nonetheless  
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provided some useful insights (particularly for lignite), resulted in a number of similar  

correlations being proposed, and is still used today. Subsequently, there now exists an  

abundance of correlations for estimating calorific values to suit any or all types of fuel[2].  

Although not explicitly stated, the underlying premise of these correlations seems to  

imply that fuel elements (   
    

    
    

    
, etc.) are the primary energy carriers of  

combustion reactions. Unsurprisingly, only three attempts to correlate     
  

   
 solely  

with the oxygen required for combustion are known by the authors of this work.  Both  

Rohr-Smidt[3] and Dietenberger[4] demonstrate that the energy liberated per quanta of  

oxygen consumed is more or less a constant ratio, while Rohr-Smidt provides a  

hypothesis that combustion exothermicity is consequence to the weak bonding of  

diatomic oxygen relative to combustion products. Only Merckel et al.[2] provide a  

theoretical derivation using bond dissociation enthalpy calculations to demonstrate  

definitively that the change in enthalpy undergone by oxygen is dominantly exothermic,  

and why the heat of combustion is a strong function of this exothermicity. This is  

epitomized in the accurate equation for     
  

   
 of  

    
  

   
 

   

     

 
     

   

     
            

     

   

                            
  

(1) 

where terms are specifically arranged merely for the purposes of simplifications that  

follow. It was previously shown by Merckel et al. that     
  

   
 is only a weak function of  

bond dissociation enthalpies and other energy associations with respect to the fuel (i.e.,  

     

   

     
           ), as well as hydrogen bonding (             ) and resonance  
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energies (    
 ). Consequently, Equation 1 reduces to the less complex but still  

accurate form of[5]   

     
  

   
           

 (2) 

which implies that     
  

   
 is a strong function of the mass of oxygen being combusted  

(   
) per mass of fuel (     ), and confirms Rohr-Smidt’s own correlation.  Equation 2 is  

applicable for a wide range of gaseous, liquid and solid fuels, with a root-mean-square  

error of just 1.5 MJ kg-1 and a coefficient of determination of         based on 1087  

fuel combustion data[2].  It follows that diatomic oxygen, rather than the fuel elements,  

is the primary energy carrier responsible for the exothermicity of combustion reactions.  

What does this say about the development of biofuels and energy systems? It implies  

that fuels serve as modulators of energy evolved during combustion, and combustion  

processes that consume more oxygen are decidedly more exothermic. Therefore, as  

energy products, biofuels should be manufactured so as to enhance their oxidation  

potentials. However, there is no standard method to compare various biofuels in terms  

of their energy value, let alone on the basis of oxidation potential.  

For instance, mass and energy balances for the production of both biodiesel and  

bioethanol are well-documented, yet there are extensive variations in how these  

balances are carried out and complicates comparisons between the two technologies.  

What is more is that biodiesel mass yields are not conventionally determined in the  

same way as that of bioethanol, since mass yields pertaining to the synthesis of the  

alcohol used as well as oil yields from oleaginous biomass are seldom factored into  

biodiesel yield calculations. Typical of mass balances for the production of biodiesel  
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(Table 1) show that using the conventional definition (i.e.                
  ) inflates  

biodiesel yields by 13 % on average (i.e. if the basis of                           
   is  

used instead), and yields are 73 % higher still when not taking into account the neat oil  

yield from the oleaginous biomass and alcohol (i.e.                               
  ).  

On the other hand, the widely adopted energy ratio (defined as the ratio of the energy  

produced in the form of transportation fuel to the non-renewable primary energy  

consumed to produce the fuel) is used to evaluate the performance of bioethanol as a  

fuel uses conventional fuels as a reference point, rather than other biofuels. It is also  

complex in its determination and may result in significate variations, which can lead to  

contradictory conclusions[6].  On the other hand, biofuel technologies that utilize the  

entire biomass feedstock to produce biofuel, such as fast pyrolysis, hydrothermal  

liquefaction and gasification, tend to report mass and energy balances less cryptically— 

such that more objective comparisons between these technologies can be made.   

 Using the insights into what fundamentally makes combustion-based energy systems  

reliable suppliers of heat and power, this work sets out to define a set of simple yet  

convenient energy-based metrics as a set of equations useful for the cross-field  

comparison of various biofuels (refer to Figure 1 for an outline of the objectives and  

structure of this study). The application of these energy metrics, specifically the change  

in energy quality and energy yield, are validated using data from the literature, are easy  

to use, and are further substantiated for adoption in the initial design and synthesis of  

biofuel-based energy systems.   

2. Derivation and application of energy metrics  
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2.1. Experimental procedures  

The graphical representations of the change in energy quality as a function of the total  

mass yield (Figure 3) and carbon mass yield (Figure 4), as well as the energy yield as a  

function of mass yield (Figure 7) were developed using the pythonTM software. A matrix  

of biomass compositions on the mass basis were first generated, and excluded data  

sets that produced compositions that were higher in oxidation than the combustion  

products of carbon dioxide and water. Upgradation of biomass was simulated by  

removing oxygen via the routes of dehydration, decarboxylation, decarbonylation, or a  

combination of these, and using the resulting mass and energy data to compile new  

matrices for the change in energy quality and energy yield. A sub-sample of the  

applicable data sets was taken to limit the number of data in each set to 1 million data  

points.  

2.2. Definition of the change in energy quality  

The efficacy of biomass-to-energy conversion technologies depends on how much  

energy is carried over from the biomass feedstock to the biofuel. If this carrier-over  

results in an increase in the calorific value for the biofuel, then the quality of this biofuel  

as an energy storage medium is deemed to be better than its parent biomass, and vice  

versa. This change in energy quality,    , may be described mathematically as the  

difference in calorific value between the biofuel product (     
  

     
) and biomass  

feedstock (    
  

     
) relative to the     

  
     

:  
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(3) 

Since Equation 2 is applicable to just about all conventional fuels, whether in the  

gaseous, liquid of solid phase, it can be used to simplify Equation 3 without changing its  

own general applicability:  

 
    

           
 
 

     
 
 
 

           
 
 

 
 

 
    

    
 
 

    
 
 

   
(4) 

 Equation 4 specifies that any increase in oxidation potential achieved by biomass-to- 

biofuel technologies (irrespective of the means taken to accomplish this) would result in  

an increase in energy quality. It should be noted that while     
  

   
 may be directly  

measured using bomb calorimetry, the lower heating value (     
  

   
) is a calculated  

value, where the amount of latent heat of vapourisation for water vapour that formed  

during combustion is subtracted from the measured     
  

   
. This requires (the not  

easily determined) quantity of water vapour formed during combustion. Fortunately, a  

linear relationship is observed when plotting the     
  

   
 against the     

  
   

 for  

numerous gaseous, liquid and sold fuel (Figure S1) and the resulting correlation may be  

used for interchanges between the two definitions for heat of combustion. It also does  

not change the result of Equation 4 and Equation 5.  

2.3. Properties of the change in energy quality  

A graphical analysis of Equation 4 is presented in Figure 2 that explores how changes  

in energy quality may come about as a response to the primary deoxygenation- 
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dependant upgradation pathways of decarboxylation, dehydration, and decarbonylation.  

Figure 2A plots trendlines for biomass of varying oxygen content (solid lines) together  

with a hydrogen-fee biomass composition (black dotted and dashed lines). The average  

composition for biomass obtained from the biomass data presented in Figure S1 is also  

provided as the reference point (green circle with black border) together with its  

respective upgradation trendlines (solid black lines). Biomass with higher initial oxygen  

content corresponds to more pronounced changes to energy quality while biomass of  

lower oxygen content does not respond to upgradation as much (Figure 2A). Where  

biomass is sufficiently low in oxygen content, the decarbonylation pathway results in an  

increase in    . But for biomass of higher oxygen content, a reduction in     occurs  

when decarbonylation is favoured in place of decarboxylation.  The amount of carbon  

content in biomass also affects the response of     to decarbonylation for biomass.  

Biomass of varying amounts of oxygen, but high in carbon content, has a much sharper  

response to upgradation by decarbonylation (Figure 2B, solid purple lines), compared to  

biomass with lower carbon content (Figure 2B, solid green lines).  Biomass deficient in  

hydrogen shows a dramatic reduction in mass yield following upgradation via the  

decarbonylation route (Figure 2A, dotted and dashed black lines), but the same change  

in energy quality is obtained regardless of whether upgradation proceeds via  

decarbonylation or decarboxylation. However, all biomass compositions analysed  

accordingly show no difference when compared by the decarboxylation and dehydration  

pathways and forms a boundary for upgradation (Figure 2A, solid dark red line; Figure  

2C, dark red dashed line). The boundary limit for deoxygenation via dehydration is  
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obtained for a molar hydrogen-oxygen ratio (H:O) of 2:1 (i.e. the molecular formula for  

water) and is simply the dehydration curve.   

These boundary limits become much clearer when plotting a very large amount of  

data for the total mass yield of some primary product(s) produced from the upgradation  

of some arbitrary C:H:O-containing feedstock(s) (Figure 2C, dark red dashed line).  

Using hypothetical biomass compositions of varying mass percentages of carbon,  

hydrogen and oxygen between     and      , the plot of Figure 3 is obtained and  

covers all practically possible biomass/biofuel compositions—those compositions that  

lie within an “unattainable” region are excluded (i.e. for degrees of oxidation that would  

not normally occur as a result of combustion). Irrespective of variations in  

biomass/feedstock composition, Figure 3 shows that any increase in energy quality  

must be accompanied by a decrease in the mass yield. Since oxygen content has a  

negative effect on energy quality and biomass invariably contains oxygen, the mass  

yield must be decreased in accordance to oxygen removal. The ratio of hydrogen to  

carbon in the product too must be adjusted accordingly to bring about changes in  

energy quality and will also contribute to a reduction in mass yield. This is because  

hydrogen (     
  

   
                   ) liberates much more energy during  

combustion than carbon (     
  

   
                  ), but is also much lighter than  

carbon per mole. Inevitably, the reduction in mass yield is required for upgrading via  

deoxygenation since the product must fall within the attainable region (bounded by the  

red curve of Figure 3). Therefore, it is not possible to increase the mass yield beyond a  

certain limit without negatively affecting the energy quality of the fuel being produced.  

All this is of course obvious, but is also very useful in identifying the mathematical  
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equation that defines the apparent boundary shown in Figure 2C and Figure 3. This  

boundary limit may be explained as the removal of mass through upgradation that  

would not in theory affect the quantity of combustion-related energy for the fuel in  

question. This upgradation mass may be represented by way of molecular  

rearrangement as follows:   

     
   

   

  
 

                    
   

               
    

          
   

  
 

         

  
 

 

where        (  ) is some arbitrary non-combustible component of the biomass with  

molecular composition     
   

   
(  ), while           

   
 (  ) represents the  

combustible component of the biomass. Although    may be much lighter than    and  

subsequently have a higher oxidation potential, energy content is preserved. Therefore,  

the energy of the feedstock is equal to the energy in the product:     
  

  
     

    
  

  
   , and by application of Equation 2,     

 
  

        
 
  

   . If    
 

   
 

     
  

(where    

  represents the amount of oxygen required to combust a certain mass of fuel  

     ), then 
    

  
  

  
    

    
  

  

  
   , which simplifies to     

  
  

     

  
  

. By applying  

this result to Equation 3, the following is obtained:  

 
    

    
 
 

    
 
 

   

    

  
  

   

    

  
  

   
   

 

     
  

  

   5 

Despite being an ostensibly unremarkable equation, the properties of Equation 5  

provide the strongest criticism against the objectives of maximizing the mass yields of  
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biofuels that have until now been used prima facie. The greatest increase in energy  

quality of a material intended for use as a fuel comes from the greatest decrease in  

redundant mass (i.e. energy-deficient mass removed through upgradation such as      

or    ), where     approaches infinity when the upgradation mass    approaches the  

mass of the material undergoing upgradation (     ), or rather      :  

 
   

    
          

     
    

    
 
  

  
      

If no upgradation takes place (in other words,      and      ), then there will be  

no change in energy quality:  

      
     

    

  

        
       

Although energy evolution via the combustion reaction requires there to be some  

mass association and attaining this limit would be nonsensical, these limits nonetheless  

confirm the overall consistency of Equation 5.  

2.4. The change in energy quality and carbon yield  

Unlike for the total mass yield, the carbon yield does not exhibit a boundary of  

upgradation (Figure 4). It also cannot be concluded that maximising carbon yield will  

result in the highest change in energy quality—there is simply no trend in the data that  

would suggest this. More than        of the data shown in Figure 4, which is  

representative all possible feed compositions, correspond to a maximum change in  

energy quality of      . This implies that by achieving a favourable carbon yield in the  

upgraded product will not inevitably bring about the highest possible change in energy  
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quality. In general, a change of no more than       can be expected—anything higher  

than this is more unlikely for most feedstock compositions. If the average biomass  

feedstock (               ) is considered for upgradation to a fuel, the maximum possible  

change in energy quality obtained for a       carbon yield is just            , as  

shown in Table 2.  

2.5. Definition of energy yield  

 While Equation 4 determines the change in energy quality when transforming  

biomass to a biofuel, it does not evaluate how much of the energy contained in the  

biomass actually reports to the biofuel. By applying Equation (2) again, the efficiency of  

preserving the biomass-derived energy in the biofuel may be determined as follows:  
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where   is the mass yield and     is the energy yield. According to Equation 6, energy  

yield is both a function of the mass yield, being directly proportional to it, and the  

change in energy quality via the relation      
 
 

    
 
 

 . Equation 6 implies that the  

highest energy yield is achieved by obtaining the highest possible change in energy  

quality and mass yield. Conversely, if mass yield was instead optimised, then, for any  

given energy yield, a reduction in energy quality would correspond to an increase in  
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mass yield — in the case of producing transportation fuels from biomass resources this  

is clearly not desired!  

3. Application of energy metrics  

The applicability of the change in energy quality (Figure 5) and energy yield (Figure 6)  

is demonstrated using literature data for biocrude[7–13], bioethanol[14–29],  

biodiesel[30–33] (with the change in energy quality reported on both a vegetable oil and  

a total biomass basis), as well as uncatalyzed[34–56] and catalysed[48,57–62] pyrolysis  

oil. It should be noted that only the primary products are considered when analysing the  

change in energy quality (Figure 5) and energy yield (Figure 6). By-products that have  

the potential to combust would of course contribute favourably towards energy metrics,  

but unnecessarily complicates the intention of the comparisons presented. Of the data  

analysed in this way, uncatalyzed fast pyrolysis resulted in pyrolysis oils with the widest  

variance with respect to the change in energy quality. Some data resulted in a negative  

change in energy quality (as low as        ) while most other data resulted in a  

positive    , with the highest value of         being achieved. Biocrude data achieved  

the highest change in energy quality (        , followed by bioethanol (        . By  

comparison, catalytic fast pyrolysis resulted in less favourable changes in energy  

quality, ranging between         and       .  

In contrast to the lack of any notable correlations for changes in the energy quality, the  

energy yields showed obvious trends for these same data.  All the trendlines of Figure 6  

exhibit similar changes in energy yield per mass yield,        , with values of 0.7 for  

biodiesel, 1.0 for both uncatalyzed fast pyrolysis and biocrude, 0.9 for catalysed  
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pyrolysis, and 1.6 ethanol. Close similarities in these gradients suggest that correlations  

between the energy yield and the mass yield is somewhat independent of the type of  

conversion technology being used. This seems to be contrary to what is suggested by  

the theoretical presentation of energy yield as a function of the mass yield of Figure 7.  

The correlations of Figure 6 do not necessarily advocate for lower mass yields as the  

causative agent in reductions of energy yields. As previously demonstrated by the data  

presented in Figure 7, it may be more indicative of a misdirection in how the  

optimisation of conversion technologies is being implemented, such as optimising for  

higher mass yields of a product.   

For instance, the majority of literature data cited by this work was found to focus  

heavily on optimisation studies, in which correlations between temperature, residence  

times, and mass yields are presented with a strong emphasis on producing the highest  

mass yield. This is especially typical of fast pyrolysis[63–65] and biocrude[66] research  

that aim to achieve high oil yields and limit the production of biochar and non- 

condensable gases. Bioethanol technologies go a step further by optimising for higher  

fermentable sugar yields derived from biomass and targeting the highest conversions of  

these intermediates to bioethanol[67]. Biodiesel technologies are similar in that they too  

focus on optimising for triglyceride yields and their subsequent conversion to  

biodiesel[68,69]. This reasoning at least in part explains the scatter observed in the data  

of Figure 6, and why some technologies are able to obtain energy yields close of       

or more at mass yields of less than      while others obtain less than      in energy  

yield for similar mass yields. This variance reduces with a reduction in mass yield  
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obtained, and seems to converge as the mass yield approaches    , and  

corresponding to an energy yield of   .      

Whether it is practically possible for bioprocessing and biorefining technologies to  

achieve more favourable energy yields at lower mass yields still remains to be seen.  

What is certain is that energy metrics may very well impact the development and  

optimisation of energy systems, especially concerning energy storage and utilization.  

4. Conclusions  

Oxygen has been demonstrated previously to be the primary energy carrier  

responsible for the exothermicity of combustion reactions, irrespective of the phase or  

form of the fuel. A set of energy metrics have been derived from the resulting strong  

correlation between the calorific value of fuels and oxygen consumption, namely the  

change in energy quality and the energy yield. This set of energy metrics are used  

successfully to perform cross-field comparisons of various biofuels in terms of their  

energy value and oxidation potential. The change in energy quality is only a function of  

the ratio of oxygen consumption of the product to the feedstock, where an increase in  

oxidation potential of the product relative to the feedstock leads to a greater change in  

the energy quality. A maximum boundary limit in the change in energy quality exists and  

is found to be a function of the ratio between the mass of the feed to the product.  

Surprisingly, improvements in energy quality for biomass-to-biofuel conversions is only  

possible with decreases in the mass yield. Energy yield is proportional to both mass  

yield and the change in energy quality, where the highest energy yields are achieved  

through obtaining the highest mass yields and change in energy quality. The change in  
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energy quality and energy yield equations are applied to literature data for biocrude,  

bioethanol, biodiesel, uncatalysed and catalysed pyrolysis oil. No correlation is  

observed between the mass yield and the change in energy quality. Biocrude achieved  

the highest change in energy (       ) followed by bioethanol (       ), while pyrolysis  

oil showed the highest variance and obtained a negative change in energy quality in  

some instances. A linear correlation between energy yield and mass yield for the same  

data was observed and was found to be independent of the conversion technology.   

The method of approach for design of sustainable biofuel processes requires a joint  

consideration from both the mass- and energy-based perspectives. Such considerations  

should incorporate cross-field comparisons with other biofuel processes and products  

so that more definitive and holistic deductions can be made. It is therefore  

recommended that the energy metrics presented in this study be (i) employed as a  

means of normalising such comparisons, and (ii) used as benchmarking tools for  

evaluating the competitiveness of biofuel processes and products.  
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Figure 1. Objectives (boldface) and structure (numbered items) of this study.  
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Figure 2. Boundaries of upgradation under varying initial elemental composition of  

biomass. (A) The sensitivity of biomass composition (green circle with black border) to  

upgradation is demonstrated, where the trendlines represent the pathway taken by the  

products of upgradation. (B)  Variance in biomass oxygen composition on biomass  

accompanies variances in carbon content, and affects upgradation via decarbonylation:  

fuel produced from low carbon content biomass via decarbonylation achieves lower  

changes in energy quality (solid green lines) compared to biomass with carbon content  

that is moderate (black solid lines) and high (solid purple lines).  
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(C) Irrespective of biomass composition, the change in energy quality as a function of  

the mass yield is distinguished by a boundary line (red dotted and dashed line) that,  

theoretically, approach infinity for     as the mass yield approaches zero.  
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Figure 3. Total mass yield of the primary product plotted against the change in energy  

quality following upgradation of C:H:O-containing feedstock. Upgradation of biomass  

feedstock    to a primary energy product    is achieved by increasing the oxidation  

potential via the reaction pathways of dehydration, decarboxylation and  

decarbonylation. The increase in oxidation potential is directly related to an increase in  

energy quality, but is limited. This limit is a function of the ratio of the initial mass of feed  

and the final mass of product, and suggests that any positive change in the energy  

quality must accompany a reduction in the mass yield. This limit, referred to here as the  

boundary of upgradation, is associated with the dehydration and decarboxylation of the  

biomass.   
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Figure 4. Total mass yield of the primary product plotted against the change in energy  

quality following upgradation of C:H:O-containing feedstock.  A comparison of the  

change in energy quality and the carbon mass yield does not produce the same  

consequences of Figure 6. This suggests that carbon efficiency may not be related to  

the energy quality of biofuels at all, and using carbon efficiency as a criterion of  

evaluation for conversion processes might not lead to improvements in fuel properties.   
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Figure 5. Total mass yield versus change in energy quality for data obtained from  

literature. The change in energy quality versus mass yield for data obtained in the  

literature for biocrude[7–13], bioethanol[14–29], biodiesel[30–33] as well as  

uncatalyzed[34–56] and catalysed[48,57–62] pyrolysis oil as the primary products are  

compared. Also shown is the fraction of      
     

 as grey curves. No general trend is  

obvious, but most data does not achieve upgradation that is close to the boundary limit,  

apart from three datum for biocrude and one datum for pyrolysis oil. Most data achieve  

a positive change in energy quality, while some result in a negative change in energy  

quality: most are for uncatalyzed pyrolysis oil, with two contributions from catalysed  

pyrolysis oil.  
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Figure 6. Total mass yield versus energy yield for data obtained from literature.    
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Figure 7. Total mass yield of the primary product plotted against the energy yield following  

upgradation of C:H:O-containing feedstock.  
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Figure S1. Plot of the higher heating value against the lower heating value. Note the  

linear correlation, for which there is not much deviation, despite data being presented  

for all types of gaseous, liquid and sold fuel.   
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Table 1. Summary of mass balances for biodiesel production 

Biomass type 
Mass yields (                    

  ) Biodiesel yield (%) Ref. 

Alcohol Neat oil Glycerol Biodiesel Conventional 
basisa 

Oil 
basisb 

Total 
basisc 

 

Soybean (Glycine max) 2.7 17.4 1.8 17.0 98.3 84.5 16.6 [70] 

Soybean (Glycine max) 2.8 20.0 2.1 18.7 93.5 82.0 18.2 [70] 

Oil palm fruit (Elaeis guineensis) 2.5 19.3 3.1 18.3 95.2 84.4 17.9 [71] 

Canola (Brassica napas) 4.8 34.1 3.6 32.5 95.3 83.6 31.0 [72] 

Ethiopian mustard (Brassica carinata) 5.3 33.1 4.1 32.1 97.0 83.6 30.5 [73] 

Averages: 3.6 24.8 2.9 23.7 95.7 83.6 22.8  
a                                     
b                                                
c                                                         
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Table 2. Comparisons between mass and energy metrics for various biomass-to-biofuel scenarios 

Deoxygenation routesa 
   

         Primary product yields 

(       ) (%) (%) carbon (%) total (%) 

Not applicable: combustion onlyc                       d 

via          b                    

via                             

via                           

       via    ,        via                           

       via    ,        via                             

a The average biomass composition for data presented in Figure 2, with a molecular formula of 

               , is used 

b Calculated using individual    
  values for carbon and hydrogen 

c Combustion is assumed to be complete, producing the products of CO2 and H2O 

d Includes oxygen consumed during combustion 
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